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Preface 
 

This manual is intended to familiarize new teaching assistants with their responsibilities at 

OIM210 labs and to provide them with specific information for the job they will perform. It is 

also vaulable to former and experienced TAs, as it provides a summary of the important policies 

in teaching the OIM210 lab portion of the course. 

 Teaching assistants have a serious responsibility in the Department of Operations and 

Information Mangement as well as the whole of Isenberg. Their teaching complements the work 

of faculty instructors. Their knowledge, dedication, and compassion largely infleunce the 

learning experience of OIM210 students and their attitudes toward the department.  

 The glue that holds OIM210’s structure together is the standardization of content and 

information across lab sections. Deadlines, teaching methods, and procedures are invarient, and 

students across all labs should have an equal learning eperience and chance to succeed. This 

manual serves as a resource and a guide to ensure this consistency. 

 Thank you for using these materials to enhance teaching at UMass Amherst, and for the care 

and pride you take in doing your best to enhance the experience that is OIM210. 

 

Nora S. Junaid, MBA, PhD 

Operations and Information Management (OIM) 

Isenberg School of Management 

University of Massachusetts Amherst 
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1. TA Expectations 
 

 Teaching assistants for OIM210 labs have the following responsibilities: 

A. Mandatory Attendance at Weekly Meetings 

 
Integral information about the upcoming lab session is provided, and feedback on the previous 

week is discussed. These meetings are key in ensuring consistency across sections as well as 

fostering an environment and culture of constant improvement. The date and time of these 

meetings will be agreed upon at the Start-of-Semester meeting which typically is held one day 

prior to the start of the semester. 

A summary email containing the outcome of all talking points will be distributed to all TA’s 

immediately following the final meeting of the week. These meetings will allow for an open 

dialogue with TA’s being encouraged to share insights and bring up matters that necessitate 

attention.  

In case a TA cannot attend one of the weekly meetings, he/she should schedule an appointment 

with the instructor to make up for the information missed. Barring any unforeseen emergency, 

the instructor must be notified of a TA’s absence at least 24 hours in advance. 

B. Execute Weekly Lab Section(s) 

 
There are 16 lab sessions that run for 50 minutes every week. During the first week of the 

semester, lab sessions are usually not held in order to allow time for training and planning. Lab 

sessions start during the second week of the semester and run until the last week of the 

semester. They are held in ISOM G08. 

During the second week of the semester, lab sessions are reserved for the instructor to introduce 

the TA to the class and help setup the software along with the team of software specialists. 

Afterwards, lab sessions shall be independently and fully run by the assigned TA for that class. 

TAs are expected to arrive 15-20 minutes before the lab sessions start to ensure that the lab 

session will experience no delays. Each session will begin with the recording of attendance, 

followed by a PowerPoint presentation covering the following topics: 

 

1. Material covered for the current session. 

2. Upcoming assignment deadlines. 

3. General questions and concerns. 

Each lesson consists of three parts. (1) The first is called the “Training” which comprises of 

videos guiding the students through detailed steps needed to complete a certain task and then 

letting them try on their own to complete the task. Lessons provide detailed feedback and an 

unlimited number of trials. They are not graded and exist solely for the purposes of learning the 

material. (2) Part 2 is called “Exam” and it is an exercise that is very similar to the “Training” 

material that students are assigned to complete. Just like the “Training” portion, the “Exam” has 

an unlimited amount of trials, the only difference is that it is graded and once the deadline 

passes, it will disappear from the list of tasks.  
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TAs will start the session by guiding students through the Training. They will ask students to 

go through the videos and trials and will walk around to answer questions. If there’s a concept 

that most students are struggling with, TAs will show students how to go about the steps by 

projecting their screen and walking them through the process.  This is expected to take around 

20 minutes of class time. Once students get the hang of the steps, the TA will advise the class to 

move to the Exam and the remainder of the session shall be dedicated to helping students solve 

it. This should take around 20 – 25 minutes. Students can either finalize and submit the Exam 

in class, or continue working on it in open labs. The goal is to help students learn and master 

the material. Hence, it is expected that all students earn a 100% on the Exam.  

 

TAs are only responsible for answering lab related questions. In other words, TAs should not 

be answering lecture questions for two reasons. First, TAs are not present during lectures that 

faculty hold and hence are unaware of the discussions that take place in class. Secondly, 

students should rely on the discussion portion of the class to sort out any confusion about 

concepts rather than relying on labs which are allocated for learning Microsoft Office 

applications.  

 

It is expected that labs run for 50 full minutes and not a minute less. This is the time it takes to 

supervise and go through the Training and Exam. If a student chooses to leave, it is his/her 

prerogative but TAs will be expected to stay for the full time and finalize these two activates 

even with low attendance rates. A number of students rely on lab time to finalize these 

assignments. 

Before leaving class, TAs will remind students that they have up until 10 pm the evening before 

their next labs to submit the Exam and Project. TAs do not have the authority to extend 

deadlines or give any sort of makeups. Students need to contact the instructor in the event of 

these problems arising.  

C. Run Open Labs 

The main responsibility of a TA in the labs is to answer students’ questions about the SAM 

Exams and Projects. Students are advised to go to open labs to get help and guidance, and it is 

expected that a TA will be available at all times to provide them with the help needed.  As a 

TA, to help students find you make sure you do 2 things: 

1) Write your name and lab # where you are sitting on the chalkboard of EACH lab. 

2) Put the yellow “I’m a TA” sign at your workstation. 

TAs in the labs will answer Moodle forum posts. There shall be a Moodle forum divided by 

chapters and assignments on Moodle that will provide students with a one-stop trouble-shooting 

space. TAs will dedicate the first 10 minutes of every hour they are in the labs for answering 

questions. For example, if a TA’s schedule is from 9 am-12 pm, then it is expected that the TA 

will answer questions at the following three times: 9.10 am, 10.10 am and at 11.10 am. 

Students are promised that their questions are answered within an hour. It is the TAs’ 

responsibility to ensure we are not billed as liars. 

Other Open Lab duties include: 

1) Keeping labs tidy (throwing away extraneous paper, taking items to lost-and found, 

enforcing the “No food” policy) 
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2) Filling printers with paper & replacing toners. 

3) Powering down projectors if professors leave them on. 

4) Assisting with Bloomberg keyboards. 

 

If a TA spots any problems with any of the computers, he/she should contact the TSS helpdesk 

and inform them. TAs can call the Technology Support & Services (TSS) on 413-545-5586, 

visit G24, or email tss@isenberg.umass.edu and report the problem. An after-hours list of 

phone numbers will be provided. 

The last TA to exit the labs for the day has a responsibility to make sure everything is locked 

and alarmed. TAs who open and close the labs will be given keys to the necessary rooms. Each 

lab must be checked once the last student leaves to ensure computers are off, lights are off, and 

that the alarm is set.  

The TSS director, Susan Boyer, will provide the passcode to the TAs that close and open the 

labs. On occasion, other faculty and staff will need the assistance of a TA with keys and the 

passcode for G08. In the event of this occurring, this TA will be responsible for ensuring the 

Lab is open for the faculty member and that following use the lab is properly secured. If the 

alarm is triggered, UMPD will be automatically contacted. If it is a false alarm triggered by 

improper punch-ins, the TA should call UMPD dispatch (number displayed on alarm system) 

and inform them that arriving is not necessary.  

D. Proctor Exams 
 

There are three regular exams and one final exam for OIM210.  

Exams are taken manually and are answered using Scan-Tron examination sheets. Up to five 

TAs shall be chosen to proctor these regular exams which shall be held in the lecture hall. TAs 

will arrive 15 minutes prior to the beginning of the midterm exam and will place the four 

different exam versions on the desks prior to student arrival. Two TAs will stand at the door 

and hand students answer sheets as they come in.  

For all types of exams, TAs should make sure that students put all their personal belongings 

(backpacks, book bags, purses, etc.) at the front of the exam room before the exam begins. TAs 

will walk around the entire room. If they witness whispering or suspect any sort of cheating, 

they will mark the students’ answer sheet with an X. This letter means a deduction in students’ 

grades.  

 

TAs will not be answering students’ questions. However, they will organize Q and As. As 

students raise their hands they need to be careful no other activity is going on in the class. 

Using restrooms during examination time is usually not allowed.  

Once students are done, they shall place the answer sheet in one stack and the exam booklet in 

another. TAs need to monitor that this is the process is carried out correctly.  Next, they will 

verify student ID’s, making sure that the person taking the exam only takes it once and does not 

take it for a friend. Grades are corrected by the instructor and usually posted within 48 hours of 

the exam. 
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E.  Proofread and Contribute to Exam Questions and the Course Blog 

TAs are asked to proofread exam questions to make sure everything is clear and unambiguous. 

TAs are also asked to contribute to the pool of exam questions. Each TA shall be randomly 

assigned a chapter and is asked to create 5 questions for the exam. The questions are multiple 

choice with 5 different options to choose from. TAs need to make sure that the questions they 

provide are worded clearly and simply –complex and convoluted sentence structure, double 

negatives, and idiomatic language that may be difficult for students to understand need to be 

avoided. They also must ensure that there are no overlapping alternatives in the answers. The 

instructor shall choose a number of these questions to include in the exam. 

TAs are also asked to contribute to the course blog. Every week, four TAs shall prepare a 

description about a new technology happening. TAs will paraphrase the piece of news and 

prepare references for it. 

F. Check-Up on Student Performance 
 

Grades for assignments shall be uploaded on Moodle every Monday morning. The instructor 

typically authorizes and uploads the grades. In the very unlikely event that students note a 

discrepancy or error in their grades, they will inform their TA who will check with the 

instructor before making any changes. 

   

By the time students complete 50% of the assignments, each TA shall run a check on how 

his/her students are doing by checking their performance. This is done by downloading a report 

from the software and identifying students who have an average of 70% and below. TAs will 

send the names of the low-performing students to the instructor, and the instructor in turn shall 

contact the student about this issue. Contact shall be in the form of an email where the TA is 

copied. The TA needs to show full support and concern for that student. The instructor and the 

TA then jointly plan on how to help that student out. 

G. Coordinate Course Activities  

        

TAs will not be sending independent emails and announcements to students. As mentioned 

earlier, precise coordination and ensuring that all labs are running identically is key for 

OIM210. After drop and add period, TAs will double check that student names are correctly 

placed in their labs just as the information on Moodle specifies. This will ensure that students 

are in the right sections in the system and are seeing the correct deadlines for assignments.  

Once that is done, three mailing lists will be generated for each lab group: Monday group, 

Wednesday group, and Friday group. Students in each lab group shall be receiving one email 

about upcoming deadlines and important updates.  The name of the TAs shall be signed at the 

bottom of each of the three weekly emails sent. This will ensure that consistency is prevalent 

across labs with respect to general communication and reminders. 

Should a TA feel that there is something important to communicate with students, an email 

needs to be sent out to the instructor who will coordinate how to send this information to all 

relevant groups. 

TAs are also expected to contribute to the general knowledge of the course. There will be a 

special chat application available for TA and instructor use only. This space shall be divided by 
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assignment name and is intended for posting all problems and special issues for each given 

assignment and class. This will include special tips and tricks for solving problems, and sharing 

student concerns. At the end of each semester, the items on the forum are moved to a PDF 

document and will be generalized as special guidelines for each assignment. Student concerns 

and issues will also be addressed. 

2. Steps to becoming a TA 
 

What does it take to be a TA? Since being a TA is a very serious responsibility there are a 

number of must-have attributes.  

 

 
Figure 1: Process for becoming a TA 

 

A. Earn Cengage Microsoft Office Certificate 

 
A first and basic requirement for a student to apply for the TA job is that they have the 

certificate offered by software. The instructor gives applicants a temporary username and 

password, and they are allowed to take the exam twice to earn that certificate. The passing 

grade is 90% and above. The concepts for this certificate cover all the material given in the 

course. It is a perfect indicator to make sure that TAs are knowledgeable of all the material 

covered. 

B. Fill Out an Application 
 

The second step after earning the certificate is filling out a TA application. Students are asked 

to fill out an electronic application information regarding (1) their expected date of graduation, 

(2) their major, (3) their GPA, (4) their final grade for OIM210, and very importantly (5) their 

availability. At the end of the application, they are also asked to upload their CV. Priority is 
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given to students who are well-spoken, knowledgeable and have an affinity for the course and 

major.  

C. Take an Interview 
 

If the information on the application matches what the instructor is looking for, then the 

applicant shall be invited for an interview. Interviews are typically 15 – 20 minutes long, and 

are conducted by the instructor and the Director of Technology Support & Services at the 

Isenberg School of Management. During the interview, a clear description of the job is 

discussed as well as job expectations and responsibilities. Amongst other important attributes, 

the candidate will be assessed for his/her leadership skills and might be asked to play role 

teaching a class. 

D. Receive an Approval Email 
 

Once selected, the applicant will receive an email and will be asked to submit the appropriate 

paper work and sign the contract at the Technology Support & Services Department. As a first 

step, students complete a FERPA (Family Educational Rights & Privacy Act) training and 

receive a certificate of completion. More information about FERPA can be obtained at: 

https://www.umass.edu/it/support/spire/about-ferpa-certification 

E. Compensation and Payments 
 

TAs are paid $12 per hour.  Funding is received from the Office of Undergraduates. The total 

amount to be received at the end of every pay period depends on how many hours the TA has 

spent teaching classes, running open labs, and proctoring exams. TA’s have the option of either 

having their paychecks delivered as a direct deposit, or as a physical check. Direct deposit 

typically allows for expeditious delivery.  

 

F. Contract Renewal 
 

It is important for TAs to know that their contracts are not automatically renewed. TAs play a 

crucial role in shaping students’ experience in this course, and hence it is important that only 

qualified and competent TAs keep their positions. Three factors determine whether a TA’s 

contract will be renewed for the subsequent semester. 

Each week, the instructor shall randomly visit four classes. This means that approximately 

every month, each class shall be visited once. After the class ends, the instructor will fill out an 

evaluation form about how the class went and shall share the information with the TA via email 

and a face-to-face meeting. Advice and constructive feedback shall be given on areas that need 

improvement. The TA shall also be recognized for all the positive things that went in the 

classroom. It is expected that the TA accepts and learns from the feedback provided, and 

improvements should be evident to the instructor during the second round of monitoring. 

Half-way through the semester, students shall be asked to fill out a TA evaluation. Questions 

will include assessing areas such as helpfulness, organization, attitude, and knowledge amongst 

other important factors.  
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Finally, it is important that the instructor feels that the TA possesses the general attributes that 

make him/ her worthy of the job. While these traits can’t be assessed through observations or 

surveys, they can be determined through experiences during the semester. For instance, it is 

important that TAs respond promptly to email, always provide feedback, take initiative, and 

constantly be on the lookout for ways to help improve the course.  

G. Attitude and Ethics 
 

The main goal for TAs is to make lab sessions a pleasant and supportive environment for 

students to learn the material. A TA’s attitude will set the tone of the course, largely influencing 

how much the students learn and benefit from lab sessions. A TA should show a great deal of 

enthusiasm! Students should feel that he/she cares a lot about what they’re doing and how well 

their students do. TAs need to be approachable, helpful, and show that they make supporting 

their students a priority. They need to be responsive and take full responsibility for the 

information they convene. Arrogance, superiority, and negative attitudes that make students 

uncomfortable are strictly forbidden; TAs should think of themselves as mediators between 

students and the instructors and not as second instructors for the course.  

Confidentiality is an integral part of a TA’s job. TAs have access to assignment solutions, exam 

questions, and to their students’ grades. Sharing assignment solutions or disseminating test 

questions will undermine the value of these assessments and adversely affect the validity of the 

results. The confidentiality of test and assignment questions and answers is paramount in 

maintaining the integrity and validity of the course. Sharing student grades with third parties is 

a violation of FERPA - all University employees are legally and ethically obligated to protect 

the confidentiality of student records. 

 

H. Relationship with the Instructor 

 

TAs are considered as the instructor’s eyes and ears. There is a strong, open relationship 

between the two. TAs are most welcome to text and email the instructor at any time, and the 

instructor in turn is very responsive to all concerns and complaints.  
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3. Important Dates  
 

Figure 2: Semester Timeline 

 

         

 


